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Abstract
In t his paper we prc\cnt the Lranshtcrauon procedure that has been used for the so-called

Dutch Speech Siylcs Corpu•. Some decision• .made before and after the process of
translj1erat1ng which are rcl:ued 10 Ducch, are mentioned. Son.,e reco1nmenda1ionl\ are
given fo1 future trnnsli1cra1ions of larpe speech corpora containing spontaneous speech

1

Introduction

Jn recent years a number or American-English (1elephone-)speech corpora have been
published (e.g. TTMIT, 1986; Resource Management, 1988; Switchboard, 1992; ATlS,
1992; Macro phonc, 1994), as well as a number or European ones (e.g. EurQm. J, Lo
appear in 1995; Polyphone, J994; Rafael.O. 1994; TED, 1994). Speech corpora can be
used for research and d evelopment in many different fields, such as speech recognition.
speech understa nding . speaker recognition, speech synthesis. basic speech research,
psycholinguistics, sociolingu istics, and audiology. A speech corpus never is

an

aim in

ils own right: it is always intended 10 serve independently motivated purposes.
Howe\•cr, a well-documented and annmmed corpus may very well be suitable for oth er.
additional (research) purposes.
Transcripuon of the speech is a ver) important part of the annotation of a speech
corpus. Without a transcripuon a corpus has almost no practical value. For large
corpora the 1ranscrip1ion will most often be limted 10 a transliteration (1.e. an ortho
i

graphic transcri ption); a more precise phonemic or even phonetic transcnpt1on can only
be provided for �mailer corpora. However, TNIT, a medium stzed corpus of 630
speakers each reading I0 �cniences, is provided with phonemi c transcription and
l abelling.
l n order to make a laq!e corpus optimally suitable for e.g. initialisation in speech
rec ognilion it is necessary that all audible events in time are represented. Thus, the
speech event' as well as the non-speech event' (all kinds of noises) must be written
down. Only when this has been done, training

of

spe ech recognition systems or

automatic segmenrnuon programmes will gel useful results. Especially for the
development of speech and speaker recogni1ion systems l arge speech corpora are very
important. This means 1ha1 a transliteralion musl be used t hat is based on an
orthographic representation of the speech (a phonemic or phonetic transcription would
be Loo time-consuming and too expensive), combined with
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an

optimally precise account

�

of all acoustic events occurring in Lime. Thus. a balance must be found between what is
still feasible for a transcriber and the exactness of a representation.
Most corpora mentioned above were transcribed orthographically. TL\1lT. Resource
Management. and pans of ATIS and Macrophone contain read speech. Switchboard
and parts of Macrophone and ATIS contain spontaneous speech. ln ATIS. the
spontaneous speech relates to information requests for flights. Switchboard consists of
record ing s of telephone conversations by a large number of couples who agreed to
carry on a conver�auon on one of a small number of topics. Next Lo Lhe onhograpluc
transcription. ATIS and Switchboard used conventions to indicate audible events that
may occur during �peaking. These conventions consist of different kinds of brackets
w11h or without addiuonal information, e.g. (uh) for a hesitation pause, [laughter] for
laughing. angle brackets for verbally deleted words (<show> <me> show me the
flights to Boston).
Below we will discuss the transcription procedure used for a medium si1ed corpus
of Du1ch sponianeous speech known as 'Speech Styles'. This procedure very much
relies u pon 1he ones used in ATTS and Switchboard. An adaptation was made for
Dutch. When people are speaking spon1aneo�sly. they frequently use reduced word
forms and chtic1sed words. By 'reduced word fonns' we mean reduced forms (mostly
vowel reduc1ion has rnken place) of single words, not resulting in syllable deletion (e.g.

111ij11 I mEi nI > 111 '11 [m@n)). By clitis�tion we mean that two words behave a� one
phonological word, and syllnble deletion � take place (e.g. het is lhEl ls] ·> 'r is
[!Is], but also 111aak ik I ma:k?Ik) -> [ma:gTk). There were two reasons why we treated
these forms differently. i.e. not o beying the demands of orthographic representation in
the Dutch dictionary of Van Dale (1992). The first reason is 1hat we suppose that
automatic seg me nta tion programmes and speech recognition programmes gel into
trouble if U1ese reduced forms are nol provided in the transliterations, e.g. if syllables
are miss in g as in Gnglish it's for it is or Dutch da'k for dat ik ('that l'). The other
reason w:L� that the reduced or cliticised words are frequently occurring in spontaneous
speech. For the !>akc of convenience for the transcriber. who also might find it counter
rntuiti ve 10 write down full forms for reduced forms, these fom1s were allowed to be
transcribed as reduced forms (although these were sometimes not present 1n the
dictionary). It turned out that the number of these words was limited. Furthermore, the
transcribers i nd1c:llcd whether filled pauses were attached to preceding words (e11[11h}
'and[uhJ') or not (e11 {11/i} 'and (uh)'). In the first case, transcribers were allowed to

write e1111e. claue. etc. This too b against lhe orthographic demand. but also here the
frequency of occurrence of these fonns is supposed to justify this decision.
In Ibis paper. we will first give a short description of the Spee<:h S tyles corpus, then
we will discuss the transcription system, and we will present the list of reduced and
cliticised forms. In addition w e will gi,·e some information about the number of
occurrences of these fonns.

2

Speech Styles Corpus

The Dutch Speech Styles Corpus was collected to investigate the voice quality of
speakers of standard Dutch. The speech material was designed by R. van BezooiJen and
the speec h recor ding' were made by J. van Rie and R. van Bezooijen. The corpus
contains three different speech styles: spontaneous speech (monologues), semi
spontaneous speech (picture descriptions). and read speech. The speech was always
recorded in the presence of an 'interviewer', who only intervened if 1he monologues
flagged. In all three styl es the speech contents refer 10 domestic topics, eating habits.
and food. The vocabulary in 1he three styles is therefore very much identical. There are
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127 speakers, 60 male and 67 female, in lhree age groups:

uoder twenty (30 speakers),

between cwency and sixty (45 speakers), and over sixty (52 speakers). The s peec h has
been transliterated by one transcriber, and has been completely checked by another

person. ln total the duration of the speech is more than 19 hours (4.66 hours or
monologues, 10.35 hours of picture descriptions. and 4.19 hours of r eading texts). The
coral number of word forms that were transcribed in the corpus amounts to abo u t
118,000. There are about 6,300 different word forms. For exa mple, the first perso n
singular of the verb 'to walk' (loop [Jo:p]) a nd the third perso n singular of 'to w al k
(loop! [lo:pt]) arc counted as two word forms, whereas the ho mogr aph zijn (I s t 2nd,
and 3rd p erso n plur al of the verb 'to be' and the full verb 'to be', as well as t he
possessive pronoun 'his') is counte d as one word fonn.
'

.

3

Transliteration conventions

The transliteration of the Speech St yles Corpus is a word level transliteration or what
the speakers said. A normal o rth ographic nocation is used. This necessarily implies a
comp r omi se between che sounds heard and what has to be written down. W e decided to
use next to the full words listed in the dic tion ary, a controlled (but cxtendable) set or
word form s frequently used in spontaneous speech. Before the transliceracion started we
did not know whether this set of reduced fonru; contained the ri ght and on ly forms. We
also did not know what t y pes of clitisation would occur. We therefore used this corpus
to d evelop a list or 'special' form s. W e explicitly asked the transcriber and the person
who corrected the tra nscrip tion s to take notice of these forms. In section 4 we will
discuss the set of forms in more detail.
The transliteration was performed in two s1eps. Firstly, the transliteration was do ne
ac the lexical level. Secondly labels for pauses, filled pau se s no n spe e c h sounds,
lengthening of sounds, etc. were applie d. The Speech Styles Corpus has been labelled
at the utterance level (i.e. a time stamp between the utterances is provided that allows ro
access the speech in the files). The no tio n of what constitutes an utteran ce in
spontaneous speech is necessarily an arbitr ary one. We chose for a rather global
segme ntation, based on pauses, syncax. and semantics. An utterance was defined as a
number of word s being se mant cally consistent and containing at least a subject and a
verb. Jo addition, this strin g had to be preceded and followed by a clear acoustic pause.
,

,

-

i

3.1 l\1arkings

a) Case
Trans criptions arc in lower case. Proper names begin with a capital. The beginnin g of

an utteran ce is 1101 indicated by a capital.
b) Spelling
Standard spelling is used. No hyphens are used (in Dutch spelling hyphens are used in
a great number of compo unds, but in lhe corpus hyphens arc used to indicate cliticised
words, see section 4). Abbreviations and numbers arc spe lled out as pronounced.
c) Punctuation
No standard punctuation is used. Punctuation is used LO indicate prosodic factors:
periods, preceded and followed by a space indicate silent pauses; per iods may occur
within words, but then the per iod is surr ounded by hyphe ns( . ). Exclamation marks
arc used to indicate emphatic stress on the follow ing syllable. Commas are used to
- -
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indicate intonational s eparat i o n (continuation rise). The colon is used t o indicate
of the preceding sound. This type of prosodic information is i ncorp o rat ed,
since it may help the automati c segmentation and recognition programmes.

�Jengt hening

d) Mispronunciations
Obviously nuspronounced words that arc nevertheless intelligible are marked with
stars, *blabla•.
e) Deletions
Only for the read texts: words in the written texts which are not spoken are put between
round bracket�. For spontaneous speech, it is almost impossible to know whether a
speaker deleted words.

f) Verba lly

delet e d w ord s
Words verbally deleted by the subjec t are enclosed in an g le brackets. Verbal deletions
ar c words spoken by the s peaker but which are supersed ed by subsequent speech

me the <fli g hts <I> <meal)> fares) or i mplicitly (show rne the
fares t o J3os1on).
Word fragm e nts are also indicated wi th angle brackets <fl> n ights.
explic itly (show

<ni ghts>

g) Words SJ>Oken by the in terviewer
Words !>p oken by the interviewer arc in dicate d with curly brackets {).

h) Simultaneous speech by speaker a nd i n te rviewer
Simultaneous speech by speaker and i nterviewer is indi ca ted with# before and afte r th e
w ord s t hat arc spoken al the same time.
i) U nin t elligi blc words
P a rtl y unint elligi ble words a rc pla ced between double brackets (( )). If a word is
co m plet el y un intclli gi hl c, the brackets are typed with an empty space in it : (( )).
j) Filled pause�
Filled pauses are indicated by [uh], [um], [naa]. or [mm].
k) N on-speec h sounds
Non-speech sounds can be: [laughter], [smack], [cough]. [loud_breath). [grunt]. or

[no1 sc]. Noise as meant 10 indicate non speech noise; since this corpus was recorded
under fairly good condnions, it was not necessary to divide noise into subcategones, as
is often done for telephone speech. For !he above mentioned events the bcginmng and
end relative to spoke n words arc indi cat ed as follows:
[laughter/]! don'1 likc[naugh1cr] tomato soup
([laughter/I indicate� the beginmng of laught e r and [/laug hter] the end).

4

List of reduced and cliticised forms
4.1 Reduced form s

An orth o graphic trans crip tio n means that all words must be written down in their
d ic tiona ry form. For read speech, this is mostly not problematic. However, for
spontaneous speech, in which reduced forms often occur, thi s may be inc on venient for
transcribers. For example, they have to write down eens [c:ns] for 's l@s I.
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Sometimes, the reduced

form is

no longer felt lo be a reduced form of a
'

full form.

but

if is f ell lo be more or less lcxicalised, like 1 inslcad of het. Thus, ii would be pleasan t
for transcribe s
r if 1hey could use a Jisl of reduced fonns. Which forms have to occur in
this lis l and which not? We defined two cri1eria:
I) lhc forms are more or less lexicalised. i.e. lhey are present m the

di ction ary (as

reduced or cliticised forms) and/or do appear in wrincn texts.

2)

the forms frequenlly occur in spontaneous �peech.
The forms we defined in the Speech Styles Corpus arc presented in !able I.

i

Table I. LiM of reduced word fo1ms. In the fi rs column, the forms (with the phonemic form)
the second column the full form 1s g1ve11. The third column
gives the number of occurrences Ill the corpu< of ro:<Ju.:cd as well a.< full fonns. and the founh
column presents the English translauon. (In the C3$C of ;:·n. we can not decide on the frequency
of occurrence of the full fonn. •once this fonn 1s am1>1i;uous (;:ijn c3n he the verb 'to be', as
well as the possessive pronoun 'his').
used in the corpus are given. In

Reduced wo1d fo1 m

Fu II

fo1 m

Num ber
reduced

IC

or occu r re nce
•

English

Cul I

h1j

39-104

m'n (m@n)

m1jn

216-180

my

z·n(z@nl

ZIJR

22..\-1

his

effe !Ef(n']

even

7-103

quickly

as

""

278-100

when, if

er

313·173

there

d
aar/h:
"
It

986-319

th e

[i)

IAsl

'r

fC<i>rl
d'r [d(1!lr]

he

re/her

't [(0t)

het

3143 104

it (<1n1clc)/personal pronoun

·m ((am)

hem

21-18

hi m

·s[�s)

een<

51-12

lt can be observed that 1hc lcng1h of this lisl is limited (10 items). Since the form ejfe
d ocs not occur very often. 1he li&1 can be r ed uced to 9 items. ln mo�t cases there a.Jso

exists an (oflicial) spelling for these reduced forms (not for as). and these fom1s oc cu r
mostly more frequently than the full forms. In lhco;e reduced

form�. �yllables

deleted. but the vowels arc mostly reduced to �hwa. For 'r. '1.

'

m.

are not

and 's the spelling

as given in the table cannot be used in the transliteration, because it would suggest

syllable dcl..:tion which is not true. Therefore. l hcse words arc tran scri bed as"'" 111. 11111,
and us. T his list of reduced forms is not the 'final' one. Ot her corpor a co111ai n i11g
spontaneous speech, e.g. dialogu es. will cenainly add new forrns to this list.

4.2 Cliticiscd forms
Next 10 1he list of red uced fom1s, we gave the transcribers the pos�1hility to transcribe
cliticiscd words. The idea behind this was, 1ha1 l hese forms, which do not occur in 1hc
dictionary, occ ur frcquc n1ly in spontaneous speech. Especially the cases in whicl1
s yl lables arc deleted when words are spoken together are of sig ni!icancc in relation to
automauc �gmeotation programmes and training of speech rccog1111ers. Since we were
not sure which clitic groups would occur. we gave the transcribers the possibility to
indicate clittsation by means of a hyphen between the two full words. Clitisalion not
always implies syllable deletion, also v oici ng of final o bstruent� of the first words or

glide ins ert ion may indicate cli1isation. The trans cribers could also use these indication�
to decide on the presence of cli t is ation. On second th oughts , we think that on ly th..:
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cases in which syllables are deleted must be transliterated in this way, since these cases
�

are important for automatic segmentation. ln table

2,

we present the five cases which

occurred most often in the corpus. There are about 570 cliticised forms,

429 of

these
involve syllable deletion; however, a number occurred only once or twice.
Especially the forms including the personal pronoun ik (I), the verb form is (is), and the
personal pronoun her (it) involve syllable deletion.

Table 2. CliLicised words and the frequency of occurrence in the corpus of 118. OOO words
frequencyof occu rrence

Cliticgroup
xx-ik (die-ik (die'k), kan-ik (kan'k))

67

ik-xx (ik-weet ('kweet). ik-lieb ('kheb))

45

xx-is (dat-is (da's). dit-is

141

(di's). wat-is (wa's))

xx-het (aan-het (O(m't), als-het (as'r))

29

het-xx (het-is('1is). her roam ('r roam))

147

4.3 Pause forms

A distinction was made between filled pauses which were uttered in isolation and those
which were attached to words. For a fi lied pause to be isolated, a pause must occur
before it and a glottal stop may be heard. Jn the transliteration the [uh] is transcribed
preceded and followed by a space. Jn the second case, the uh-sound is uttered directly
after the word. In the transcription the uh-sound is directly typed after the preceding
word. It turned out that this almost only happened after function words, not after
content words.
There were four possible filled pauses: [uh], [um], [mm] and [naa). In table 3 the
number of isolated filled pauses and attached filled pauses are presented. For the more
frequent functions words, like en, wat, etc. the transcribers were allowed to write e1111e,
waue, instead of

en[uh] or waifuh].

The number of these forms are presented in the

last colmru1 of the table.

Table 3. Number of isolated filled pauses. of auached filled pauses, and of frequenlly occurring
function \VOrds ending in sch\va.
i sola t ed

auached

frequently occurring funcLion
\vords endinrr in schv..•a

uh

t 558

um

694

1354
57

naa

182
1 47

72

mm

6 32

It can be observed that the most frequently used filled pause is luh). I f w e consider the
cases like enne, and wa1te to b e the same as filled pauses attached to words (which
seems reasonable), the number of [uh]'s attached to words exceeds the

number of

[uh)'s i n isolation. Furthermore, it was noticed that pauses within words were seldom
uttered: only 20 times.
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Recommendations for the transliteration of spontaneous

S

Dutch speech

- Use as much or lhc orthographic standard spe lling of the langunge as possible. In che
present case we a�kcd NOT lo use lhe hyphen in the usual way. but to reserve this for
cliticised fo1ms. This was rather diflicult for the transcribers. They frequently used the
hyphen 10 ind icate compound words (a� is usual for a number of compo und s in Dutch),
whereas they bad been instructed n.ru to use hyphens in this case, and to wrice cwo
words scparaccd by a space.
- Use a Iist of reduce d forms. These forms are frequently used in spontaneous speech
and are more or less accepte d in che spelling.
- If two words :ire cliticised and one or 111orc syllables arc deleted, this musl be
indicated by a single quotation mark (as is usua l in Dutch). lf no syllable deletion i�
involved, the orthographical forms or the reduced forms are u�cd.
- Since filled pauses

arc

frequently ullered di rectly afcer a word (no pauses). it is beUer

to indicate the�e pauses differently from filled pauses m i solation. It is not necessary
lo handle words like erme, wa11e, dam1e. etc. d i fferently.
in the appendix

we

present examples of transliterations.
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1ran<eript1ons and unconstrained

Appendix
Examples of transliterations:

enbovenaan. <de> <elalage> <aan> <lH[uh) > . <bovenkant> vastgemaakt hangen.
rechts een wor�l in ut midden . ook ecn worst <en> <aan> <Ut> [um) . <nee> <.�orry>
. [loud_breath] !li nks een worst . in m midden een rook-worst. [loud_breath) en aan de
rechterkant een ham

(smack) daama:ist . maar'k wcet met prec1es wat dat zijn twee kJeinere taanjcs twee
tulbandenofzo . Iloud_breath] en daamaast Jiggen

rwee:

. stokbroden

<in> <de> <zuivclwinkcl> misschien wi l j e u t woord melkboer weten . wcct ik niet .
[loud_breaih) !um]
de: linker vrouw sla�l . half <ifgekccrd .

en

kj
i kt de andere vrouw aan en !die vrouw

ki j kt <ons> . ons wccr aan <kj
i k>

c:n[uh) . ik heb rooic gordijncn met: . roo-.-cl geel en paarsc: . blokkcn <lurop

<l:ie

koop ik.

puur. voor . boL-.-ontkalking tegen tc

94

gaan
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